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Behind the Roman Monument
Case Medioevali as Case Study
The topography of Rome in the early twentieth-century is synonymous with
looking straight forward, with the wholesale demolition of densely-packed
neighborhoods at the service of ‘liberating’ ancient monuments and pa
ving wide new boulevards to connect them. In this narrative, Rome, both
chronologically and geographically, is a series of modern and classical monuments clogged by interstitial rubble. While some medieval basilicas were
given similar ‘liberation’ treatment within the cityscape, “case medioevali”
and their accretion of centuries of domestic space in the center of Rome
were seen as visual and physical clutter to be cleared away, moved past,
and forgotten. However, within these decades of bulldozing are a handful
of case studies in the rear view, in the deliberate (if incidental) reconstruction of medieval houses. Never monuments conserved in their own right,
these case medievali were consistently completed at the margin of larger projects and often resulted in demi-monuments consolidated from the
aforementioned rubble. This paper proposes a synchronic consideration of
the process, of the demolition and reconstruction of Rome’s medieval domestic landscape on the physical and cognitive margins (and often literal
back side) of its modern and classical monuments.
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Introduction: Time and Space
of Rome
During his inaugural year as the first
director of the Museo di Roma in 1930,
Antonio Muñoz exhibited Ettore
Roesler-Franz’s Roma Sparita watercolor series from the last decades of
the nineteenth-century.1 In the introduction to the exhibition publication,
Muñoz frames a changing Rome with
equal parts regret and pragmatism, acknowledging some unhappiness with
the clearing of the Capitoline Hill and
the new “monotonous” river embankments, but nonetheless hailing them
as necessary for the life of the growing city.2 In the same breath he decries a poor restoration of the medieval Casa degli Anguillara and scolds
the lack of appreciation that Romans
have for both the recovery of ancient
masterpieces and the building of mo
numental new structures.3 He admits
to missing a historic Rome, but distinguishes himself from the “cittadini” –
the Romans he claims only regret the
lost sites of their own youth, clinging
to the past with jealous, myopic nostalgia.4
Muñoz not only founded the Museo
di Roma – an institution originally established for the collection and display of “local color” as it was actively
removed from the living landscape5 –
but also, as the inspector general of
Governatorato’s Fine Arts and Anti
quities administration from 1929 onward, was the chief architect of a new
urban landscape shaped according to
Fascist priorities.6 The topography of
Rome in the early twentieth-century,
for which Muñoz was largely responsible, is synonymous with looking
straight forward, with the wholesale
demolition of densely-packed neighborhoods in the service of “liberating”
ancient monuments and paving wide
new boulevards to connect them.
In this narrative, Rome, both chronolo
gically and geographically, is a series
of enduring imperial monuments
and modern administrative buildings
clogged by interstitial rubble. This vision of Rome in three parts – ancient,
modern, and in-between – follows
the framing of Fascist (anti)historical
time and space as articulated by historian Joshua Arthurs:
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Roma nuova, the “new” Rome redeemed
and remade by Fascism; Roma antica,
the Rome of classical antiquity, and
even more specifically the city at the
apex of its development during the imperial period; and Roma vecchia, “old
Rome,” comprising all aspects of the
city that dated from the fall of the empire to the advent of Mussolini’s regime, and encompassing both papal
and Liberal eras.7
In the Case Medioevali section of
his Roma Sparita catalogue, Muñoz
quotes an unnamed connoisseur of
Roman architecture as describing
“one of the prettiest medieval houses”
that was depicted by Roesler-Franz
as shining “like a precious stone in
the midst of the ugliness and squalor of a small street in the Ghetto.”8
Regardless of type or time period,
everything worth mentioning is described as trapped among a useless,
choking rubble of time, dirt, and sentimentality. Especially important to
the current project of considering medieval houses in this context is the extent to which Roma vecchia, “loosely
conceived as running from the demise
of the ancient Empire to the March
on Rome in 1922,” was a conveniently
flexible catch-all for anything deemed
disposable – whether unimportant or
embarrassing – by the regime.9 Any
embodiment of a Fascist rear view was
uniquely single-minded, and sought
to eliminate all nuance or palimpsest
implied in such a concept.
With the physical construction of
Roma nuova alongside the isolation
and monumentalization of sites from
Roma antica, looking back is synony
mous with looking forward, a cognitive dissonance that brings an imagined ancient Rome into the modern
present while banishing any lingering present-day aspects of Roma vecchia to the vanished past. This interplay is evident again and again in how
Muñoz describes the changing phy
sical city throughout the Roma Spa
rita catalogue: “Each stroke of the pickaxe resounded painfully in the souls of
the faithful of old Rome [della vecchia
Roma]; the lucky recovery of many ancient masterpieces seen while digging
the foundations of new buildings [...]
were not enough to console those who
preferred picturesque papal Rome [...].”10

This particular construction of history, the union of Roma antica and Roma
nuova at the exclusion of everything in
between, was responsible for the production of an urban landscape under
similar terms. Arthurs describes in detail how these two aspirational aspects
of the capital – Rome as idea and Rome
as physical place – worked to reinforce
themselves in the Fascist era.11 This paper will explore a specific aspect of its
aftermath, namely, the fact that fascism
itself lies in the rear view between us
and medieval domestic space in Rome.
In order to view many case medioevali
today we have to look through and behind the priorities of fascism: archaeological digs, monument liberations,
and new building construction. With
the treatment of medieval domestic
space at the forefront, the present paper takes up how the (anti)historical
rear view that guided city planners under the regime was spatialized in the
city fabric, beyond the familiar sven-

Fig. 1. Page from the magazine
Emporium showing "the hovels
that were hiding the Forum of
Caesar" (above) and "The Forum
of Caesar liberated" (below).
Source: Antonio Muñoz: "La Roma
di Mussolini." In: Emporium 78
(1933). Courtesy Biblioteca Civica
Bertoliana, Vicenza.
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tramento of palimpsest neighborhoods
and the truism of twentieth-century
over-tidying in restoration projects.12
Medieval Rome was built over centuries from, among, against, inside, and
around surviving monumental structu
res from antiquity, a physical reality that
resulted in wholesale demolition of medieval structures as ancient sites were
“liberated.” The monumentalization of
ancient buildings necessitated removing the rear view to facilitate a view inthe-round; the point of isolated or liberated monuments is precisely that they
have no back, that they are impressively
and imposingly visible from all angles,
from all sides. The physical accumulations of time had to be stripped away to
ensure that imperial monuments could
“loom in necessary solitude.”13 In many
ways this is the central story and reality
of medieval domestic space in Rome: of
being removed at the service of clearing
visual space for other priorities. (fig. 1)

Moreover, medieval homes that do
survive bear the same fascist imprint
as the ancient theaters and temples
that they were detached from: namely,
an isolation and monumentalization
through the production of a kind of
polished medieval in-the-round, a reconstruction antithetical to its accumulative nature.14

tectural renderings of medieval hou
ses from before, during, and after reconstruction have been collected from
contemporary publications including
the Roma Sparita catalogue and the
illustrated arts and culture magazine
Emporium, and collated by individual site.18 The aim is not to give nuance
to or elaborate on fascist ideology and
its motivations but rather to focus on
In the interest of understanding how its resulting effect, and specifically the
medieval Roman houses were trans- physical effect on surviving medieval
formed in the modern era, this paper dwellings as we view them today.
uses Muñoz’s 1930 exhibition and
publication text as one chronologi- Domestic Space in Medieval Rome
cal bookend, and looks back toward
its subject of Roma Sparita as under The majority of medieval houses curstood since Italian Unification in rently visible in Rome are, in Richard
1871, for its second. It is in this peri- Krautheimer’s words, “over-restored,”
od of rapid modernization that first and in many other ways misrepreefforts toward acknowledging and re- sentative of the city’s domestic landstoring “minor architecture”15 were scape in the fifth through fifteenth
undertaken, hand in hand with an ef- centuries: “they are of late date, hardfort to clear the casupole (small dwell- ly a one prior to the thirteenth centuings, but more often hovels) that were ry; they are solidly built and represent
“clinging like scabs” to ancient mon- upper-class housing; and they stand in
uments and thoroughfares.16 A philo- the abitato, often as row houses and desophical theory of restoration is hard prived of the garden plots that formed
to pin down in this period – paradox- an integral part of many of them far
ically, medieval houses seem to repre- into the sixteenth century.”19 Because
sent both backwardness and the em- this paper is focused on architectural
bodied history of a noble populace.17 restorations in the late-nineteenth and
It is not within the scope of this pa- early-twentieth century, the case studper to account for the physical struc- ies discussed here fit these regrettable
tures in detail or to make assessments criteria as well. The overarching apof the restorations themselves, but it proach to interventions in this periwill instead focus on the broader pat- od also explains these criteria, given
terns and concerns by which medie- that most other examples have been
val dwellings survived on the margins destroyed or continue to rest behind
of larger projects – whether archaeo- more recent building phases. While
logical excavations, monument libera- sites taken up in this essay are drawn
tions, or modern constructions – and exclusively from the high middle ages,
were in turn remade in their image: it is within the scope of this paper to
isolated and monumental.
outline what is known about housing
in Rome throughout the medieval peThe following sections include: a con- riod, both to highlight the contrast
densed topographic and architectural in what remains extant today and to
account of housing in medieval Rome work against the aforementioned idea
in order to provide context for the sur- of an indistinguishable, monolithic
viving case medioevali, as well as to Roma vecchia.
demonstrate the false dichotomy between Roma antica and Roma vecchia The topography of medieval housing
through the extent to which the two in Rome can be thought of in three
were physically intertwined in the ur- distinct, if over-simplified, stages: a
ban fabric. Introducing the ottocento period of consolidation and reuse of
and novecento case studies is a gener- existing Roman houses during late anal overview of the conservation philo tiquity, the development of a rural city
sophy that developed in the new Ital- center in and amongst Roman monuian state following its unification and ments until approximately 1000 AD,
the patterns by which restoration took and then a period of increasing denplace. Photographs, prints, and archi- sity and fortification, especially in the
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surrounding parishes supplying rent.23
Monastery complexes dotted the truly
rural disabitato on the city’s periphery and smaller farming compounds
formed within what had been the ancient center, with vast paved marble
forums quickly giving way to fertile
fields once Rome’s frequent flooding
and its aftermath were unmitigated
by a strong government administration.24 These farming complexes as a
whole were referred to as a curtes or
curtis, and generally were comprised
of a domus solarata, a two-story house
with exterior staircase, in addition
to as many as ten dwellings of the
single-story domus terrinea type for
persons who worked on the property.25
Both types of housing would have had
a packed earth floor, with only the primo piano (later the piano nobile, or
noble floor) of the main house separated from the ground and working level
of the farm or, in the case of urban row
houses, the workshops and vendors at
street level.26 (figs. 2-3)

Fig. 2, 3. Exterior staircases
and amalgamated building
structures found in the Arco degli
Acetari off Via del Pellegrino.
Source: Giulio Ferrari: "Lazio." In:
L'architettura Rusticana. Milano
1925. Courtesy Biblioteca Civica
di Padova (above). Photo: Lidija
Simlesa, 2020 (below).

Campus Martius area, until the Papal
reforms of the early fifteenth century.20 First, during the fourth through
sixth centuries, the relocation of the
Roman aristocracy to Ravenna following an extended period of plagues and
conflict resulted in extreme depopulation, the record of which can be seen
in a housing glut and resulting adaptation in the use of both public and domestic structures.21 One type of shift
in building use was the physical expansion of a domus (house) through
the purchase of an adjacent insula
(apartment building) due to the decreased demand for multi-unit housing, an early example of which can be
seen in the archaeological site under
Santi Giovanni e Paolo on the Caelian
Hill.22
Throughout the medieval period and as
early as the fourth century, churches in
both the abitato and disabitato acted
as landlords and housing nuclei with
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The dense buildings and narrow
streets of the Campo Marzio are today
commonly associated with the medieval period. But this area, the “northern
rim of the abitato,” also remained fairly rural until the early twelfth century:
“Each house, one- or two-storied,
thatched or roofed with shingles, has
its courtyard in front, its own garden,
and, more often than not, empty lots
nearby.”27 Throughout the city, during
the tenth century onward, even aristocratic homes were “an ‘accumulation’
of diverse elements – ancient halls and
materials, a well, a courtyard – rather
than a discrete, homogeneous structure.”28 In this and later centuries, the
floor plans reflect their organic development, a product of slow accumulation of adjoining buildings and plots
of land.29 The vertical elements of medieval Rome – most visible today in
the ubiquitous campanili (bell towers)
and a few enormous fortified torri
(towers) – are specific to this later period, beginning in the eleventh century. As the city grew vertically and
more condensed, larger houses would
often include open air space on the upper floor, with pitched roofs facing the
street and a loggia that faced either the
street or a back courtyard.30 Today the
majority of what remains are buildings in stone and tufelli or blocchetti

Fig. 4. A colonnaded portico now
enclosed, across from the south
end of Ponte Sant’Angelo, Via del
Banco di Santo Spirito, 60 and 61,
Rome. Photo: Lidija Simlesa, 2020.

di tufo – however quaint or rustic they
may seem to modern eyes, they were
mansions made from expensive building materials of the time.31 What is not
visible today are the houses that would
have been ubiquitous, the countless timber homes constructed with
thatched roofs and other more readily
available, more temporary materials.32

compilation, as well as a historiogra
phic point of reference – the discrepancy between Rome and the smaller
hill towns of wider Lazio in the availability of extant, accessible medieval
structures has been noted consistently
by historians of domestic architecture
of the city since at least Muñoz’s assessment in the 1930s.34 (fig. 5)

Though some monumental vertical elements remain, like the campanili and
fortified torri that are still visible from
myriad vantage points, the smaller
domestic structures, including those
once owned by wealthy inhabitants,
are now mostly hidden within the
landscape. Many family towers now
form part of a continuous street-front
rather than being the tallest part of a
building or garden complex, and the
porticoes that would have lined most
streets have since been walled-in to increase the availability of interior, private space.33 (fig. 4)

Beyond ephemeral construction materials used, another reason so many
medieval homes were erased has to do
with their direct proximity to ancient
monuments that early twentieth century city planners were eager to liberate. Throughout each of the aforementioned stages of urban development in
the medieval period, the monumental
structures of the ancient city provided building foundations and support
walls for the changing needs of the
populace, from the Forum of Trajan
becoming a ninth-century farming
complex to the exedra of the Theater of
Balbus housing apartments and workshops.35 Other ancient sites that are
notable for their incorporation into
housing are the Colosseum, the Stadium of Domitian (now Piazza Navona),
the Theater of Pompey (now the hemicycle building cluster east of Campo
dei Fiori) and, as will be discussed in
more detail below, the Theater of Marcellus.36

Though it survives in some northern
cities, this particular aspect of the medieval pedestrian experience has been
entirely erased from the Roman landscape, with porticoes long since absorbed into the interior space of buildings. There is a greater variety of extant
exterior staircases, another characteristic element of domestic architecture
in Rome since at least the eighth century, to be found in smaller nearby Lazian cities. An image from Viterbo is
included here to serve as visual reference in this general overview and
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Due to the scale of these ancient monuments, they provided the underlying structure for something closer to a
village than a single home, with indi-

Fig. 5. Photograph from the early
twentieth century showcasing
extant medieval domestic spaces
in Viterbo, including the exterior
staircases and porticoes that are
less visible in Rome. Source: Giulio
Ferrari: "Lazio." In: L'architettura
Rusticana. Milano 1925. Courtesy
Biblioteca Civica di Padova.

vidual vaulted spaces or cryptae often
leased out to different tenants.37 From
the continued reuse of Roman domestic space for medieval housing to the
adaptation of monumental architecture for use in all aspects of daily life,
the seemingly disparate ideas of Roma
antica and Roma vecchia that Fascist
ideology deemed distinct and conflicting, are in fact intricately intertwined both conceptually and physically throughout the cityscape.
Restoring Medieval Dwellings in
modern Rome
Medieval Revival and Historic
Conservation in Italy
Domestic architecture aside, medieval
restorations and revival elements in
Rome were few and far between before
the unification of Italy. Santa Maria Sopra Minerva, renovated in the middle
of the century (1848-55), was an early
example of ecclesiastical re-medieva
lizing that would pick up toward the
end of the nineteenth century and
continue into the twentieth: Giovanni
Battista Giovenale’s work on S. Maria
in Cosmedin (1896-99) and Antonio
Muñoz’s work on S. Sabina (1914-19)
being prime examples.38 More widely
known is the interest in a medieval,
and specifically gothic, revival that
was present in England by the 1750ies;
growing prevalent there as well as in
continental Europe throughout the
nineteenth century, and accompanied
by emerging philosophies of historic
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preservation.39 Architectural preser
vation societies were developed in
England and France, and later on in
Italy as well: “In 1890, an association
was formed in Rome for the protection
of historic buildings, Associazione artistica fra i cultori di architettura, following the model of the English SPAB
(Society for the Preservation of Ancient Buildings) and the French Amis
des monuments […].”40 Presented initially in 1883 and fine-tuned over the
following decade, Italy’s first preservation charter eventually articulated
a middle ground between England’s
hands-off approach and the more stylistic or interpretative approach practiced in France.41
Case Medioevali: Ottocento
Before delving into case studies of
the case medioevali shaped by twentieth-century projects in the vicinity of the Capitoline Hill, it is useful to
visit two antecedent points of comparison from across the river and earlier
decades: the Casa degli Anguillara in
Piazza Belli and the Casa a Piazza di
Santa Cecilia in Trastevere. Both houses were restored in the last decade of
the nineteenth century, 1892-1902 and
1892-1901 respectively and, like medieval domestic sites during the Ventennio, were completed not as standalone
initiatives in their own right but in
the margins of other projects.42 There
was no clear period specialization for
the scholars and architects working
on these sites: the same architect that

Fig. 6, 7, 8. Casette medioevali at S.
Cecilia. Source: Ettore Roesler-Franz/
Antonio Muñoz: Roma Sparita. Vol.
1. Roma 1931, Tav. X. Sala Barbo,
Courtesy Biblioteca di archeologia
e storia dell'arte (BiASA), Rome
(above). Drawing for the restoration
of the Case in Piazza di Santa Cecilia
in Trastevere by G. B. Giovenale.
Source: Giulio Ferrari: "Lazio." In:
L'architettura Rusticana. Milano
1925. Courtesy Biblioteca Civica di
Padova (bottom left). Case in Piazza
di Santa Cecilia after restoration.
Photo: Michal Lynn Shumate, 2020
(bottom right).

preserved a medieval house was often
also designing new buildings in various styles for private and public use.
By example, the reworking of the Casa
degli Anguillara was carried out by
Augusto Fallani (1842-1930), an architect who had previously worked on the
neoclassical Palazzo degli Esposizioni
building on Via Nazionale (1883) and
would go on to design a neogothic residence near Porta Pia in 1902.43

citly connects the construction of the
Tiber river embankments with Fallani’s consolidation and reconstruction of the Anguillara complex (18921902).44 Similarly, Giolio Ferrari’s L’architettura Rusticana, a collection of
plates and photographs from 1925, includes a rendering for the restoration
of the Case in Piazza Santa Cecilia in
Trastevere attributed to Giovanni Battista Giovenale (1849–1934), who conducted excavations and remodeling at
Rather than period specialization, it the adjacent church of Santa Cecilia
is the geographic link between medie- (1892–1901).45 (figs. 6-8)
val houses and larger nearby building
or city planning projects that seems to Further research would be needed to
have taken precedent; Muñoz expli make definitive claims about exact
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timelines and the cause and effect of
conservation and reconstruction efforts around the turn of the twentieth
century, but a general observation can
be put forward here: extant medieval
houses were most often preserved or
reconstructed in conjunction with, or
as a result of, modernization projects
to which they were adjacent.
Case Medioevali: Novecento
Both archaeological excavations and
city planning projects have taken place
in Rome since at least the eighteenth
century, and more intensely following
Italian unification; before the twentieth-century Fascist concept of Roma
nuova came the nineteenth-century
Nationalist concept of Roma capitale.46
For this reason the dramatic changes
under the Fascist regime should not
be understood as entirely novel or as
existing in a vacuum, but rather as an
extreme episode in a long continu
um of attempts at modernization in
Rome.47 Nevertheless, Fascist interventions (1922-43) were devastatingly extensive, with a “liturgy of demolition”
that stood proudly in contrast to slower-moving, piece-meal projects under
earlier, more bureaucratically or democratically restrained governments.48

Fig. 9. Cesare Bazzani, restoration
project for Casa di S. Paolo, 1908.
Source: Arturo Jahn Rusconi:
“Una casa medioevale romana.”
In: Emporium 27 (1908). Courtesy
Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana,
Vicenza.
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While there were a broad range of figures involved in the myriad building
projects across the peninsula, Antonio
Muñoz is primarily responsible for
the transformation of Rome’s historic
fabric under the regime. The first
authoritative text on the “disembowelling” of the period is Antonio Cederna’s Mussolini Urbanista: Lo sventramento di Roma negli anni del consenso (1979), an unequivocally critical account of urban projects under
Fascism, with particular disdain for
Muñoz.49 Calogero Bellanca’s more recent Antonio Muñoz: la politica di tutela dei monumenti di Roma durante
il Governatorato (2003), a comprehensive monograph on Muñoz’s entire career – during the Ventennio as well as
the two proceeding decades – offers
a more balanced account of this central figure.50 While the present author
finds little to argue with in Cederna’s
charmingly scathing portrait, there
are a couple of case studies pertinent
here in which Muñoz acted as conservator rather than sventratore, however
anachronistic the result. In the first
half of his career with the Soprintendenza of monuments in Lazio (190928), Muñoz worked extensively restoring churches, many of them medieval.51 With neither the interest nor au-

1913-1915 in which Muñoz suggests,
and later insists, on the intact conservation (rather than demolition and reconstruction, or demolition all together) of the “Casa di San Paolo” adjacent
to the planned site of the Ministero
di Grazia e Giustizia on Via Arenula
(1913-28), including directing the project leaders to a restoration plan from a
1908 feature in Emporium.52 (figs. 9-11)
Pio Piacentini (1846-1928), whose architecture firm worked on the Palazzo
degli Esposizioni alongside Augusto
Fallani, was in charge of the new Ministero building and then concurrently with saving the Case a San Paolino alla Regola.53 While his firm’s proposed restoration for the Case closely
resembles the 1908 rendering by Cesare Bazzani (1873-1939), what ultimately transpired is more modern
than medieval, with the portico enclosed and its many accumulated aspects smoothed into a uniform structure. Piacentini and his project serve as
a useful transition – both chronologically and conceptually – to the preservation mode under the Fascist regime.
This has to do in part with family lineage, as his son, Marcello Piacentini
(1881-1961), was also an architect active from the 1910s to the 1940ies and
oversaw, among many other projects,
the designing of the Esposizione Universale di Roma (EUR) district on the
south end of the city, originally erected for the 1942 World’s Fair that never
was.54 While the neoclassical Ministero della Giustizia seems a world away
from new construction in the Fascist
mode, Piacentini’s treatment of the adjacent medieval houses follows a pattern, present from the nineteenth century into the twentieth, above and beyond over-tidying: domestic architecture restored on the literal margins of
a modern building and, in this case,
formed into a discrete but incidental appendage to it in the process. (figs. 12-13)
Fig. 10, 11. Pio Piacentini, restoration of Case a San Paolino alle Regole.
Source: Giulio Ferrari: "Lazio." In:
L'architettura Rusticana. Milano
1925. Courtesy Biblioteca Civica di
Padova (above). Casa di San Paolino
alle Regole as viewed from via della
Seggiola looking southwest. Photo:
Michal Lynn Shumate, 2019 (below)

thority to speculate here about his inner motivations, it is nonetheless easy
to imagine that this work influenced
his approach to vernacular medieval
structures that surfaced in the same
period, and the Case a San Paolino
alla Regola is one such example. Reproduced in the appendices of Bellanca’s volume are a series of letters from
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In the same years that Muñoz was advocating for the Case a San Paolino,
he also drew up revised plans for the
Largo Argentina, a square block located north up the Via Arenula from the
Ministero, that would similarly ‘save’
the medieval Torre del Papito found
there. The torre, along with the entire
residential block that enclosed it, was
slated for demolition according to a

Fig. 12, 13. Photograph of the Torre
del Papito, the only remaining
element of a residential block
razed for the excavations at Largo
Argentina; the structure is visible
with walls from adjacent buildings
still standing. Source: Antonio
Muñoz: "La Roma di Mussolini." In:
Emporium 78 (1933). Courtesy Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana, Vicenza
(left). Present day photograph of
the Torre del Papito from across
the archaeological pit. Photo:
Michal Lynn Shumate, 2020 (right).

1909 plan to reinvigorate the area with
a new commercial building.55 Muñoz’s
1916 proposal maintained the plans
for destruction of the neighborhood
and construction of a shopping center,
but with the Torre del Papito left intact and incorporated into the new
façade.56 This plan changed with the
discovery of four republican temples
once demolition began; in 1928 Mussolini declared there to be no new
building on the excavations and inaugurated the site as the Area Sacra di
Largo Argentina on April 21st of the
next year.57 While Muñoz still kept the
Torre del Papito, now hovering alone
at the edge of the archaeological pit, he
did not see the same value in the layers
of late antique and medieval building
layers within the pit itself, preferring
to clear them out entirely at the service
of aesthetic interests – in order to visually highlight the treasured temples
and to avoid the look of a “zona terremotata” (earthquake zone).58

treatment of the medieval archaeological layers removed wholesale from the
temple site, but also and conversely
in the monumentalizing treatment
of medieval domestic space south of
the Capitoline Hill, from the Theater
of Marcellus to the Forum Boarium.
While the Torre del Papito was for the
most part stripped bare to its current
state, the Casina dei Vallati (1927-32)
went through both destructive and
additive processes and exists today as
a kind of stand-alone scrapbook – an
assembly of pieces from a large block
of structures that had stood on or near
the site, many of which were in an advanced state of disrepair and some of
which had already been demolished
when the reconstruction project began
as part of the ‘liberation’ of the Thea
ter of Marcellus.59 Parts visible from
the side facing the Portico d’Ottavia
are mostly from the later Renaissance
period, but the opposite side displays
some architectural elements common
in the thirteenth century, including a
While the Torre del Papito and the ground level portico and loggia on the
nearby Case a San Paolino alla Regola upper floor.60
were originally valued and salvaged
under similar circumstances, at the As in all proceeding examples, the
margins of new building construction, conservation of these medieval ele
by the late 1920ies and 1930ies Muñoz ments was not an initiative in and
was engaged in larger, more sceno- of itself, but rather a consequence of
graphically oriented projects. The re- the project to restore and conserve
sults of this are not only evident in the the Theater of Marcellus and the area
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Fig. 14, 15. Two photographs of
the recently "liberated" medieval
house as seen from the Teatro di
Marcello, featured in an Emporium
article written by Paolo Fidenzioni,
director of the project. Source:
Paolo Fidenzioni: "Cronache
Romane, Per la più Grande Roma la
Liberazione del Teatro di Marcello."
In: Emporium 387 (1927). Courtesy
Biblioteca Civica Bertoliana, Vicenza (above). Streetview of the
west and south facades of the Casa
dei Vallati. Photo: Michal Lynn
Shumate, 2019 (below).
Fig. 16, 17 (next page). Map of the
Capitoline Hill, the Roman and
Imperial Forums to the east, and
the Forum Boarium to the south
– before (above) and after (below)
“the systemization.” Source:
Arturo Bianchi: "Il nuovo Piano
Regolatore di Roma." In: Emporium
78 (1933). Courtesy Biblioteca
Civica Bertoliana, Vicenza.

around it. As housing was stripped
away from the ancient substructure
and the nearby block, some of it was
deemed worthy of conservation by the
director of the project, Paolo Fidenzoni, who featured the discovery and reconstruction of the “casa medioevale”
in an illustrated report for Emporium
in 1927.61 While the Casina dei Vallati and the Torre del Papito arrived at
their modern iterations through different avenues and circumstances, their
treatment and resulting visual effect is
the same: wholesale removal of adjacent medieval housing and vernacular
buildings in order to create a cohesive,
standalone monument worthy of Fascist ideals. (figs. 14-15)
These efforts were scaled up significantly in the following years, with urban initiatives by the early 1930s focused on the Capitoline and its environs, including the new Via del Mare
to the south, a “highly symbolic mega
project for the creation of an artery of
expansion from the center all the way
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to the sea.”62 The entire area, from the
steps of the Campidoglio to Santa Maria in Cosmedin, was re-envisioned as
a wide boulevard flanked by modern
administrative buildings and ancient
monuments, along with a scattering
of case and torri medioevali salvaged
from demolished residential blocks
and remade to fit their new grand, choreographed environs – from the Casina dei Vallati near the Teatro di Marcello, to the Torre dei Pierleoni across
from the Foro Olitorio, to the Casa dei
Crescenzi that was joined, by way of
an edificio di congiunzione (connecting building), to a newly constructed
municipal office.63 Cederna had particular disdain for this megaproject,
describing it in a chapter titled The
senseless Muñoz skinned the Capitol:
the Fakes of the Via del Mare: “This
completes the isolation and resulting
rigor mortis of the monuments […] a
random deposit of archaeological objects, an anthological reproduction for
hasty tourists: an empty and meaningless scenography in place of living and famous environments.”64 In
Kraut
heimer’s words, the Torre dei
Pierleoni was “barbarously cleaned up
and overrestored” and Cederna seems
to agree, referring to the same structure in an image caption as La casa
“medievale.”65
One demonstrable shift in projects
under Fascist city planning is the
emergence of the architectural phenomenon of, to borrow from kindred
but anachronistic modernist nomenclature, the Tower-in-the-Park: of entire medieval city blocks reduced to a
single torre or building cluster in order to facilitate the creation of open
space around them.
The Torre del Papito and the Casina
dei Vallati are especially egregious examples of this, and were proudly included in reports by the regime, such
as in the magazine Emporium. The
1933 themed issue, Roma di Mussolini, included richly illustrated reports
on the various works accomplished
by archaeologists, architects, and city
planners over the preceding years.66
(figs. 16-17) Throughout the features
there is particular relish in displaying
the destruction of houses that were
seen to be choking noble monuments
or “hiding” archaeological treasure.
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From the Forum of Caesar and Basilica Argentaría north of the Capitoline,
where 16.000 cubic meters of majority-medieval material were removed
for the paving of Via dei Fori Imperiali
in 1932,67 to the 1928 new-construction-turned-excavation at Largo Argentina for which an entire residential
block was razed, the removal of what
the regime deemed interstitial rubble
was as important to its own self-narrative as whatever monument the rubble’s disappearance ‘liberated.’68 The
glorification of Roma antica and Roma
nuova required the ongoing invention
and rejection of Roma vecchia – an insignificant, homogenous ‘other’ – for
employment as negative example and
point of comparison.
Conclusions
During the turn of the twentieth century, the story of Roma vecchia and
specifically of medieval houses, structures that are neither monumental nor
explicitly ecclesiastic, is primarily one
of erasure. Above and beyond their removal from ancient sites, entire working class medieval neighborhoods
were razed in order to pave wide new
streets to display and connect the newly configured monumental elements
of Roma antica and Roma nuova.69
Even in the decades preceding the Fascist regime – but well after preservation guidelines had been established –
implementation remained based more
on the taste of the parties involved
than any established conservation
policies. Further archival research is
needed to better grasp the nuances of
how specific medieval houses were understood during the time of their restoration, especially those that have not
yet received dedicated scholarly attention. The consistent geographic proximity to larger building projects, however, is an insight into the role of both
expediency and serendipity in the restoration of case medioevali across the
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period. From Piacentini’s restoration
of the Case a San Paolino behind the
new Ministero della Giustizia building
to the salvaging of the Casa dei Vallati during Fidenzoni’s liberation of the
Theater of Marcellus, Rome’s medieval
housing was both demolished and restored on the physical margins – and
in the manufactured image – of its new
ancient-modern city.
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